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 الخلاصح

يع يٓاسج انكراتح تانهغح الاَكهٛضٚح ٔدلح انرصٕٚة تكشج انثذ   ْذف انثحث ْٕ انرعشف عهٗ علالح انرٕافك انعصثٙ انعضهٙ         

يع   تٍٛ انرٕافك انعصثٙ انعضهٙ إحصائٛحتاَّ ذٕجذ علالح راخ دلانح  ٔافرشضد انثاحثراٌ  طلاب انًشحهح انشاتعح تعض  نذٖ 

( ?8انٕصفٙ ٔاشرًهد عُٛح انثحث عهٗ )نٛذ ٔ اعرخذيد انثاحثراٌ انًُٓج كشج أدلح انرصٕٚة تا يٓاسج انكراتح تانهغح الاَكهٛضٚح 

ائش انًشلًح الاخرثاساخ ْٙ Aاخرثاس انرصٕٚة يٍ انٕثة عانٛا ٔاخرثاس انذٔاجشاء يٍ كهٛح انرشتٛح انثذَٛح ٔعهٕو انشٚاضح ٔذى  طانثا

انعٍٛ انعصثٙ انعضهٙ ٕافك انرشذثظ ٚ Aهغح الاَكهٛضٚح ٔاعرُرجد انثاحثرأٌاخرثاس يٓاسج انكراتح تان) نهرٕافك انعصثٙ عضهٙ ( 

يٍ اْى ٔ ,تانٛذ تكشج انٛذ انرٕافك انعصثٙ انعضهٙ تًٓاسج انرصٕٚة شذثظ ٔكزنك ٚ  ٔانزساع يع يٓاسج انكراتح تانهغح الاَكهٛضٚح

 ح دلح انكراتح تانهغحعم صفح انرٕافك انعصثٙ انعضهٙ صفح يٍ انصفاخ الاعاعٛح انرٙ ٚكٌٕ خلانٓا ذعهٛى انطلاب كٛفٛانرٕصٛاخ ج,

نرشكٛض عهٗ ذذسٚة يٓاسج انرصٕٚة تكافح إَاعّ نكٙ ٚغرطٛع انطلاب الاعرًشاس ترُفٛز انٕاجثاخ انحشكٛح لاطٕل ا ٔ الاَكهٛضٚح

 .رطٕٚش صفح انرٕافك انعصثٙ انعضمفرشج صيُٛح يًكُح ن
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Abstract  

         The aims of the study is to identify the concurrence between Neural-Muscular and its relation 

to the accuracy of English hand -writing skill and the Neural-Muscular and its relation to the 

shooting accuracy in handball to the  4
th

 grade students .The researchers assumed that there is a 

relation with a symbolic indication between the Neural –Muscular agreement and the accuracy in 

English hand -writing skills besides the accuracy of scoring in hand ball .The researchers used to 

descriptive method with the sample of the research that includes (18) students from the college of 

physical Education and sport sciences. The main experiment was of three tests. The scoring from 

the high jump, throwing and receiving the balls ,as well as the accuracy of English hand –writing 

skill .The results : there is neural-muscular concurrence connected the eye –arm with the English 

hand writing skills . There is neural-muscular concurrence connected with the hand scoring in hand 

ball. Recommendations: Making a Neural –Muscular concurrence one of the main features by 

which the students learn how to be accurate in English hand –writing skill. Focusing on training of 
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scoring skill in all its types so all students can achieve all the motor activities as long time as 

possible to develop the Nerve –Muscular concurrence. 

 

1- The Definition of the Research  

1-1 Introduction and the Importance of the Research  

      All the voluntary activities that the human can achieve are the results of the action 

of one or group of muscles .Sometimes this requires a combination of different 

groups of muscles as it goes together with the kind of the action and the amount of 

both ; the power and the speed required for that action to work with (6: 1999:60). 

    The combination (participating ) requires more than one muscle to do certain 

action at the same time it doesn’t mean that all the muscles work in one direction 

with the same amount or mass but their work differs in terms of the importance of 

relativity that muscles can do in this action. In the term of learning and improving 

skills , a skilled performance is a sequence of movements that happened in a fluent 

and a controlled way .In any action the right options must be chosen , besides skills, 

techniques all are used fully to show the performer’s ability and experience ,Brian 

.G.(13: 2022:2). 

    Human usually perceive the world using multi-modal sensory inputs such as vision 

,audition and touch .Vision and touch are of highly entwined , we can close our eyes 

and use our fingers to guess the objects :the feeling of touch is like seeing objects . 

We can imagine the hardness of the objects from merely our vision .They share 

physical properties that influence both modalities .It would be possible to build 

representations from one modality and transfer them to another ,Yunz huli , Jun-Yan 

Zhu ,Russ Tedriake ,Antonio Torrelba (21:2020:1). 

    Iman M.M. Muwafaq Al-Ghabra (14: 2015:168) says that when we talk about 

movements no one can assume that there is no relation between hand writing and the 

brain ,Lundberg (2003)states that "hand shape the mind in functional terms ".So the 

brain is the extension of the hand ;any movement in our hands has its representation 

in our minds because of the agreement between the muscles and the brain. 

    Hand ball is one of the games that rely almost on the range of mastering the basic , 

complex motor –skills .It is also has a special mode since it plays in hands as quickly 

especially in passing on , scoring and receiving ball beside other activities .For that 

pointing or directing the ball must be accurate and fast at the same time , in this 

respect , the need for accuracy besides focusing is essential. This is only possible to 

achieve with number of different muscles engages in this activity as well as the 

possibility of controlling these groups of muscles that can be found in all of the body 

of the player. (6:60:  (8@@@  . 
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   This research  requires a know agreement (concurrence) between the Neural system 

with the muscular system and how this concurrence affects the physical efforts that is 

given in the match or during the writing skill. This Neural Muscular agreement has an 

essential role in achieving victory in the game or acquiring a good hand –writing skill 

in English language  . 

 

 

1.2 The Problem of the Research 

     The real importance of the neural –muscular concurrence aims in its being 

essentially depends on consecutive muscular –contractions that flow smoothly and 

relatively fast .Most of the fundamental skills in playing sport especially hand ball 

skills as well as the English hand writing skills which both are hand base skills .It was 

assumed(spouse)  that is  there a concurrence (corresponding ) between the neural –

muscular systems and the accuracy in English hand writing skills and shooting skills 

in hand ball sport  ? 

     It has been also noted that the students' hand writing skills in English are not 

accurate and this reveals lacking of accuracy in English hand writing skill and this 

requires a measurement and a relation so that it is important to know to what extent 

does the neural –muscular concurrence have a role to both some motor behavior skills 

such as English hand writing and the shooting skills in playing hand ball to some  the 

4
th

 grade students in physical education and sports science . 

1.3 Aims of the Research  

1.knowing about neural –muscular concurrence to the sample of the research . 

2.knowing about the accuracy of English hand writing skills and shooting skill in 

hand ball sport. 

3.knowing about the relation of the neural –muscular concurrence and its role in hand 

writing skills in English and shooting skill in hand ball sport to the students of the 4th 

grade . 

1.4  Hypotheses of the Research  

1.There is a relation with a statistical indications between the neural –muscular 

concurrence and the accuracy of the English hand writing skills to some of the 

students of the 4th grade . 

2.There is a relation with a statistical indications between the neural –muscular 

concurrence and the accuracy of shooting skills in hand ball to some of the students 

of the 4th grade .  
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1.5  Fields of the Study  

1.The human field : students of the 4th grade , the College of Physical Education and 

Sport Sciences at Al-Mustansiriyah University. 

2.Time field 12- 20 /1/ 2023  

3.Space field :The class  in the College of the Physical Education and Sport Sciences 

,and the opened court  of College of physical Education and sport science . 

 

1-6 Limited items     

1- Agreement definitions and Concepts  

     the concurrence as the athletic ability to perform any motor action with accuracy 

to achieve the desired goals with  less efforts”  (8A8@@>A99<)  

It is also defines as the ability of the neural system to give more than one order at the 

same time with a slight different of time .As singer mentioned that the concurrence 

could be defined as the ability to control the work of different parts of the body that 

combine in performing any certain motor activity and connecting these parts with a 

single streaming movement with an effort to achieve that motor duty .This 

concurrence can be subdivided into full agreement or partial agreement .  .(<A9998A<9)  

    The neural –muscular concurrence as the functional perfection of the whole body 

parts in duty to achieve motor duties with an accurate , speed , elegant with a high 

streaming flow along time duty .The eye –hand agreement is the most important 

features to the athletic performance during which the nerve signals transmitted 

between the nerve and the muscular systems , so all the movements that the one could 

achieves whether daily they are daily normal ones or that ones that connected to the 

athletic performance require this concurrence between the neural and the muscular 

systems.         

     This concurrence required balanced features , elegance ,flexibility ,motor senses 

,accuracy of performing a movement .It is important for the athletic to have such 

concurrence of the whole body moreover the eye –hand agreement this concurrence 

considers one of the most important mechanisms that contributes in the success of 

athletic to perform the duty required (  .(@A8@@@A8<>  

    J.W. Morley (1998:131) admitted that the neural –muscular concurrence or 

agreement plays a dynamic role in the action of the skeletal muscles .It means that it 

manages the transmitting the excitatory electrical impulse from the nerve system 

towards the muscles fiber causing a muscle. He added that touch and vision are 

strictly related to each other .Although the mechanism of the sensory organisms are 

different in two systems :It is more likely that the nerve system develops normal 
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neural mechanism for doing and storing information which are similar in the two 

systems.  

    As Roud J. Awhusman (2015:3) believed that the main task of the Nero-motor 

system is to control the tension and the length of the muscles to generate the required 

movements of the skeleton. 

2- The Systematic and Field procedures of the Research  

2-1 The Systematic of the Research  

       The researchers use the descriptive method to suits the nature and the problem of 

the research . 

2-1   Samples  

The sample of the research : It was chosen with the intentional method which is 

section (A)for morning studies College of Physical Education and Sport Sciences in 

Al- Mustansiriyah University ,fourth class of the year ( -9999 2023) , and there were 

18 students with a rate of (%46 ). 

 

2-3The tools and the equipment used : 

2-3-1    The tools  

The researchers uses the following research methods : 

-Arabic and English references  

-A special form for the hand writing accuracy 

2-3-2    The equipment  

-Hand ball field  

-Hand ball balls number (6) balls  

-Tennis balls number (5)balls  

-A stop watch  

-A square iron located at the angel of the goal with 40×40 cm. number (4) 

-A tape with (10m.) long .  

- A lecture class . 

2-4 The Tests used in the Research  

     Through testing numbers of scientific reference and using the neural muscular 

concurrence the tests are restricted which are : 

1-The test of throwing and receiving the ball  

.(:A999;A8<8)  

-The aim of the test :eyes –arms concurrence . 

-tools used (3)tennis balls , a wall with a return line drawn at (5)m. form the wall 

-performance :the player stands in front of the wall behind the drawn wall , on the 

ground as follows : 
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1-Throwing the ball (5)times with the right hand and receiving them after touching 

the wall with the same hand . 

2-throwing the ball (5) times with the right hand and receiving them after touching 

the wall with the same hand . 

3- throwing the ball (5) times with the right hand and receiving them after touching 

the wall with the left hand . 

4. throwing the ball (5) times with the left hand and receiving them after touching the 

wall with the right hand . 

 -Scoring :each correct attempt scores a point to the tester with a final degree of (20) 

point . 

2-Test of hand writing skill in English  

A special form for the English hand writing skills was filled with number of 

sentences and given to the students to re write the sentences with hand writing and 

this form has a key (1-15)degrees/ marks ,The test of the theoretical test to the 

linguistic subject , the hand writing in English skill and depending on the form that is 

made and given to the students with a (15-20) minute to do the answers and write 

their marks. (14: A998<A< ) 

3 -The test of the accuracy from shooting  high jumping in hand ball  (1:)  

The purpose of the test :accuracy shoot  from the high jumping .  

Tools (6) balls high jump device of 150 height and the space between the right angel 

(2m.), four squares with (40m.×40m.) the space between the four angels of the goal. 

The way of performing : the player stands behind the beginning line according to the 

pointing arm in front of the high jump device directly catching the ball . 

-The player takes 2-3 steps and doing the shooting from the high jump to the square 

number (1)then to (2), (3),(4). 

-Repeating the performance three times which means (12) ball , three times for each 

square . 

Rules :no more than three steps . 

Scoring :a point when the ball enter the goal of the scoring square and zero for 

scoring out of the goal .No scoring when the player takes more than three steps. 

2-5 The  Reconnaissance Experiment  

       The  Reconnaissance Experiment was held in on Sunday 8/1/2023 at 9:00 o'clock 

at the open fields of the college (4) students who are not the real samples of the 

experiment .The aim of this experiment is to know the obstacles and the negatives 

that faced the researcher during his job. Through this experiment the researchers will 

know the time allotted for the test and the ability of the devices used , the tools more 
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over that to be sure of the proficiency of the helping staff , training them to do the  

main experiment also to be sure of the sequence of the tests . 

Scientific bases of the tests :-  

2-6-1The resistance of the test  

     The resistance of the test means that "the test that gives a close results or exact 

ones if it adopted with the same circumstances (89A999<A8;<)  . 

The test is re used to find the stability coefficient ,  (1999) emphasizes that the test 

could be repeated at the same sample twice or more than that under similar 

circumstances to find out the stability , so the test was repeated on the sample after a 

week later ,the simple correlation coefficient (Person ) was used to find out the 

stability coefficient . 

2-6-2 Subjectivity of the test  

        The most important factors that should be provided in the test is the subjectivity 

which is to be free from stability , no personal interfering  (88A8@@@A>9)  

 "when the test is held the researcher should be away from bias for his decisions but 

to rely on the evidence and proofs in assessing method " (?A999;A9?) .   

. 

2-7 The main experiment  

       The researchers make the main experiment which includes the special 

experiments , the accuracy of shooting from the high jump as well as the neuro-

muscular tests of eye –arm concurrence 

     On Sunday 18/1/2023 the tests are held . The sample of the test was told to come 

to the college field at the College of Physical Education and Sport Sciences at 9 

o'clock in the morning to do the tests .After coming they were told about the 

importance and the content of the tests to know the level of the sample. the student 

will do the shooting skill from the high jump in hand ball , then doing the neural 

muscular test of eye –arm concurrence (throwing and receiving the ball), then they 

done the test of English hand writing skill in the class .The data then separated in a 

special form data made for that purpose to deal with the data and come out with 

results . 

2-8 The Statistical      

 The researchers used the statistical ( spss) to get the results.  

-Arithmetic means . 

-Standard Deviation . 

-person  

-Percentage  

-mean  
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3-Discussing the results  

3 -1  Present and Analyzing and discussing the Results  

1 - Presenting and analyzing the results under study of the Arithmetic mean and 

the standard deviation to the sample of the research  

 

                                                      Table (1) 

Explains the Arithmetic mean and the standard deviation to the sample of the 

research under study . 

 Variables  Mean standard deviation 

Concurrence 8?,< 0,89 

English skill ?,<2 8,89 

Shooting skill =,99 8,99 

 

      Table (1)  Explains the Arithmetic mean and the standard deviation to the sample 

of the research under study .It shows the eye –arm concurrence at which the 

Arithmetic mean was         (18,5 - 8,52 – 6,20 ) consequentially with a standard 

deviation of (0,89 - 1,12 - 1,02 ) consequentially . 

 

 

 

3-9  Present and relation  eye –arm concurrence with English concurrence skill  

      Present and analyze the results of the Arithmetic mean and the standard deviation 

with the value of correlation coefficient (R) between Eye –arm concurrence and 

English hand writing skills. 

Table (2)       

Explains the Arithmetic mean and the standard deviation and the relation between the 

sample of the research under study 

Variable  

 

Measur

ing 

units  

Arithme

tic 

means  

Standar

d 

deviatio

n  

Correlatio

n 

coefficient  

Error 

level  

Indicatio

ns 

Eye –arm 

concurrence 

 

 Minute  18.5 0,89 0,66 

 

0,004 Symbolic  

English 

concurrence 

 Degree 8,52 1,12 0,66 

 

0,004 Symbolic  
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skill 

Under the symbolic level (0,05) 

       Table (2) shows that the Arithmetic means for the eye- arm concurrence test 

shows (18,5) with the standard deviation of (0,89), while the Arithmetic means for 

the accuracy English concurrence skill was (8,52), with a standard deviation of 

(1,12), the correlation coefficient (Person )between the two levels the correlation 

coefficient (0,66) with an error level of (0,004) under the symbolic level of (0,05) and 

the symbolic level was more from the error level , so the significant is symbolic . 

3-3 Present and relation the eye-arm concurrence with  accuracy shooting. 

                                                    Table (3) 

      Explains Arithmetic mean and the standard deviation with the value of correlation 

coefficient (R) between the eye-arm concurrence with  accuracy shooting. 

 

Variable  

 

Measurin

g units  

Arithmeti

c means  

Standar

d 

deviatio

n  

Correlatio

n 

coefficien

t  

Erro

r 

level  

Indication

s 

Eye –arm 

concurrenc

e 

 

Minuets  18,5 0,89 0,91 0,00

1 

Symbolic 

Shooting 

skill  

Degree 6,20 1,02 0,91 0,00

1 

Symbolic 

Under the symbolic level of (0,05) 

 

     The table (3) shows that Arithmetic means of the eye –arm concurrence test shows 

(18,5 ) with standard deviation of (0,89) while the Arithmetic means for shooting 

from the high jump was (6,20) , the correlation coefficient (Person)between the two 

levels shows correlation coefficient value of (0,91), with an error level of (0,001) 

under the symbolic level bigger than the error level Under the symbolic level of 

(0,05) 

 , so the indication is symbolic . 

3-4  discussing the result   

Through viewing the tables (2) 

     Justin J. Sebastian and others (15:2009:11) state that eye movements play the key 

role in the coordination of many of the body actions however the relationship 
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between eye and hand writing during visual guidance when the eyes move between 

the fixations (points of focus) in saccadic movement while and during reading . 

     Selective attention is the name that is given to the capacity to select a particular 

stimulus according to its physical possessions , the way of presentation .Shepherd et 

al.(1986), Stelmach et al. found out that the manual responses were faster when the 

target appear in the position within the eye vision movement is prepared . They 

concluded that there is a kind of connection between eyes and hand responses Laila 

Craighero , Luciano Fadigo and Giasomo Rizzolatti (17:1999:163f). 

    The main task of the neuro –motor system is to control the tension and the length 

of the muscles to generate the required movement in the skeleton. Muscles are 

controlled by motor –nerve in the spinal cord , by generating a series of actions 

potentials the response of muscle fiber will change to a constant force if the 

frequency (repeating )is high enough. Skeletal muscles attaching and moving bones 

by series of contracting and relaxing movements responding to any voluntary 

message from the nerve system Roud J .A .whusman(19:2015:2,3,4) 

    What happened before the action is the neuro-muscular junction takes the primary 

role in the function of the skeletal muscles since it is responsible for transmitting 

promoting electrical impulses which are directed from higher neural center (the nerve 

system )towards muscle fiber to initiate a muscle action , these special kind of 

electrical impulses resulting a muscle contraction and the movements achieved 

,Michael R. Deschenes ,Carl M. Marsh and William J. Kraemer(18:1995:105). 

     It had been indicated that the structure and the function of the Nauru- muscular 

junction can be adapted by training exercises, and this adaptive responses have an 

impact on the athletic performance. It is clear that the neural muscular conjunction 

like muscles fibers undertake adaptive responses to endurance training that built a 

delay the onset of fatigue (ibid:103- 107). 

     In terms of planning for optimum performance , the learner require a wide range 

of skills with the technique besides the ability to take the right choice about which or 

how to use and where to use .The learner will test all these three physical activities 

(skills ,technique ,ability) to identify the skills that of a central connection to perform 

activities and the learner will analyze his level of skill to plan for performance, Brian 

George (13:2022:2). 

     Skills can be developed and improved by the time through practicing combining 

our knowledge with our abilities .For both perceptual , cognitive and motor abilities 

or a combination of two .Most of our abilities that used to do certain action are a 

combination of the two and we can refer to as the psycho- motor abilities ,(ibid:13). 
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     It has been indicated through activation of the very first trials of learning was 

contrasted with the late trials of learning there is a strong activation of the visual 

system indicating visual coding of sequences followed by activation of motor 

recoding . Hard wick et al. (2013) found that the motor learning is strongly and 

systematically associated with the left dorsal premotor activation and it constitutes 

the fundamental of motor learning which comes from visual motor control of 

movement through selection and updating the motor responses relating to the visual 

cues, Sara Palmis and others (20:2017:17-20) 

  Through viewing the tables (3 )  

       Most of the motor skills require a wide range of concurrence or agreement 

between the eye and the hand especially in hand ball this concurrence especially rises 

during the scoring time towards the player and the goal .The player who has to play 

the ball to achieve the concurrence and harmony of the vision sense which means to 

focus on the other player and the hands that achieve the score and any failing in this 

concurrence or the agreement between the hands and the eye will cause the activity to 

failure and losing the ball, since the weakness of the concurrence comes as the result 

of the weakness of motor sensation or delaying in the connection between the neural 

and the muscular systems  (9A8@@=A8<)  

     There is a neural -muscular concurrence connection with its both kinds eye-arm , 

in shooting accuracy with a symbolic connection , there is concurrence increase with 

increase in shooting accuracy . That the concurrence means the correct motor 

performance that is connected with the required speed , accuracy and elegance with 

economic in effort and errors .This viewed as watching the athletics performance of 

high level with other athletics who are beginners . (8A205:1997) .  

     It is emphasized that  there is a necessity to distinguish the player from the 

concurrence of the whole body between the upper limps with the lower limbs (arms –

legs ) besides the eye- arms concurrence . Concurrence considers as one of the most 

important processes which helps the player to success and achieve his motor duties 

(@A157:1999) .  

     Shooting can be considered as one of the important motor skills in hand ball sport 

and all the motor activities main goal is to shoot on the oppose goal. This is the most 

important duties in hand ball sport . The result of the match depends on the accuracy 

in performing this skill .This importance is confirmed by (Mohammed Taufeq 

10:1999:44)as he mentioned that all the basic principles ,games ,and studied plans are 

useless if not awarded with scoring a goal, (89A8@@;A899)  

    Accuracy considered fundamental in most of the sport activities , it also has the 

key role in successful shooting skill and accuracy defined as the " individual's ability 
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to control his voluntary movements to direct something towards something else” 

(;A8@?:A8:@)  . 

Accuracy means " the ability to solve the motor –neural concurrence "   (8@?:A>A >)  

      Accuracy as "the ability to direct the voluntary movements that the person 

performs towards a specific goal" .he also emphasize that directing voluntary 

movements towards specific goal requires the full controlling of the voluntary 

muscles to direct them to that specific goal , this also requires the nerve signals that 

are directed to the muscles to be from the nerve system to be firmly directed whether 

it was directed toward the moving muscles or the resting ones so as to move in the 

required direction , with the demanded accuracy to get the required goal . this goal 

could be competitive one as in games like boxing, fencing or it could be in an open 

field as in the competitive field as basketball or hand ball or it could have a goal 

keeping as in football or tennis (8A8@@>A<<)  . 

4- Results and Recommendations  

4-1 Results  

Through watching the results the researchers found out the following results " 

1.There is a symbolic motor concurrence in eye –arm with the English hand writing 

skill . 

2.There is motor relations in shooting accuracy with the eye-arm concurrence and it 

is symbolic . 

3.There is concurrence between the eye –arm and shooting accuracy  

4-2 Recommendations  

In the light of the results there are recommendations which are as follows : 

1.Focussing on the training of the shooting accuracy with all its kinds so the students 

can continue  doing their motor duties as long time as possible . 

2.Giving the neural –muscular concurrence the importance in the training program s 

to develop all the items that are connected to this process in term of (speed, elegance , 

balance and  moving . 

3.Make the neural muscular one of the processes through which the students are 

chosen to get higher levels and we recommend to do a similar researches a like . 
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                                       انعشتٛحانًصادس 

 9.<@@8الاعظ انفٛغٕٛنٕجٛا ,داس انفكش انعشتٙ ,انماْشج, ,.اتٕ انعلا احًذ عثذ انفراحA انرذسٚة8

 .=@@8انشٚاضٙ ,انماْشج Aداس انفكش انعشتٙ ,.احًذ انعشتٙ شًعٌٕ Aانرذسٚة انعمهٙ فٙ انًجال 9

 ;999.احًذ عشٚثٙ عٕدAِ انرحهٛم ٔالاخرثاساخ فٙ كشج انٛذ ,تغذاد ,يكرة عُاسٚا,:

 .>?@8.حهًٙ حغٍٛ A انهٛالح انثذَٛح ,داس انًرُثٙ نهُششٔانرٕصٚع,لطش,;

  9998ائم نهطثاعح ٔانُشش ,.عاس٘ احًذ حًٕد ٔ َٕسا عثذ انشصاق عهٛى Aانهٛالح انثذَٛح ٔانصحٛح ,داس ٔ>

 .@@@8,جايعح انًٕصم ,داس انكرة نهطثاعح, :عًٛش يغهظ انٓاشًٙ A انثإٚيٛكاَٛك,ط.=

 .:?@8.عثذ عهٙ َصٛف Aيحاضش عهٗ طهثح انذساعاخ انعهٛا ,كهٛح ذشتٛح انثذَٛح انشٚاضٛح ,جايعح تغذاد,<

انًجال انشٚاضٙ , انعشاق , انمادعٛح ,انطٛف عهٙ عهٕو جٕاد انحكٛى A الاخرثاساخ ٔانمٛاط ٔالاحصاء فٙ 8.

 .;999نهطثاعح ,

 .@@@8يشكض انكراب نهُشش, .كًال دسٔٚش ٔاخشAٌٔ انذفاع فٙ كشج انٛذ,@

 .;@@8,داس انفكش انعشتٙ ,انماْشج  ذكُٛك -ذذسٚة–محمد ذٕفٛك انٕاٚهٙ Aذعهٛى .89

الاحصائٛح نلاخرثاساخ ٔانمٛاط فٙ انرشتٛح انشٚاضٛح .يشٔاٌ عثذ انًجٛذ اتشاْٛى Aالاعظ انعهًٛح ٔانطشق 88

 .@@@8,الاسدٌ ,داس انفكش انعشتٙ ,8,ط

.,داس انفكش ٔانُشش ٔانرٕصٚع :َادس فًٓٙ انضٕٚخ , ْشاو عًاس عهٛاٌ A يثادئ انمٛاط ٔانرمٕٚى فٙ انرشتٛح ,ط.89

,999<. 
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